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SWAMP SUPREME COURT A
LOSS FOR ALL VICTORIANS.
On the 12th of April the judgment was handed down by the Supreme Court of Appeal.
Over turning the decision of VCAT on the 20th of December 2012, that the subdivision at 85 Elizabeth Ave was invalid, In our view effectively the decision also renders
powerless the amended 2007 VCAT order relating to the site, and further allows subdivisions permits to be warehoused, and essentially be extended indefinitely, if a
combination of certification and permit extension is used.
The Supreme Court decided against the case going back to VCAT for continuation,
ceasing any ability to still argue other points in relation to way works have been carried out on the land or seek orders relating to native vegetation offsets, or a further
Cultural Heritage survey, which had been originally required anyhow.
In 2002 a preliminary cultural heritage survey was done stating “One area of potential
sensitivity for Aboriginal sites was identified 50 metres online east and west sides of
the drainage line. Poor ground surface visibility in this area due to thick grass cover
prevented the area from being adequately surveyed. Further work in this, area will be
required In the form of subsurface.”
No evidence has been produced to date that such further testing has been carried
out.

“Australia is the
most arid
continent in the
world, yet we
still drain and fill
our wetlands....”
- Jessica Durrant

We consider this a huge loss for the environment and democracy, by limiting the
community’s opportunity to object and have input into a more environmental friendly
concept and design.
(Continued page 2).

The site bottom left, showing its groundwater connectivity to the great swamp across the
Elizabeth Ave roadway.
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An Eastern Great Egret displaced by the development at 85 Elizabeth Ave.

Stakeholder Advisory
Committee Commencement
On the 16th of April 2013 the Mornington Peninsula Shire’s Tootgarook Stakeholder
Committee commenced, previously in April of 2012 local community members were
asked about the role of a reference group. The responses forthcoming had been that the
role of the group was seen for assisting and instigating the wider communities vision and
expectations for this unique swamp. Save Tootgarook Swamp President Cameron Brown
was fortunate enough to selected by the Shire to act as one of the representatives for the
stakeholder committee, who's purpose is to act as one of the representatives of the
broader community and inform as well as provide feedback to the community.
It is thought the committee should represent the ‘voice’ of the swamp and have matters
affecting the swamp referred to it. The idea being that the committee be made up of a
mixture of first Australians, land holders, community and local experts (ecologists, birders, naturalists, hydrologists), and authorities such as ,VicRoads, Melbourne Water,
Mornington Shire Council, Department of Sustainability and Environment (DSE).
The reference group was seen as a community aligned focal point for information that

(Continued from page 1).
As the certification in 2012 was
new, it is unknown as to why the
developer did not need new referral's under the planning scheme,
nor why Mornington Peninsula
Shire did not request them as required by section 8 of the subdivision act of 1988.
These are a number of issues that
seem to be not dealt with by the
judgement, and will go answered.
The ability to take this further in
terms of an appeal lay outside of
groups available funds, even
though no costs were awarded
against Save Tootgarook Swamp.
An enforcement order for substantial dewatering of the Tootgarook
Swamp from the site is still on foot
by the Shires Planning Compliance Department.
Jessica Durrant secretary of Save
Tootgarook Swamp stated
"Australia is the most arid continent in the world, yet we still drain
and fill our wetlands."

could be gathered and circulate to and from all stakeholders.
The Tootgarook Swamp is a highly valuable, and significant resource of the Mornington
Peninsula, its ecology, hydrology, and geomorphological values are continuously gaining
increased awareness. Research and study to provide a better understanding of the values
of the swamp, is an important step towards correct decision making, it is important for an
undertaking of environmental studies, creating a baseline for monitoring performance.
Current environmental laws provide for its protection and conservation, but are restrained by development laws which still allow the swamp to be exploited affecting its
natural values for relatively cheap land. Past and existing land use practices combined
with inappropriate urban and industrial zoned land, and poor infrastructure contribute to
a potential lethal cocktail of future development in the swamp and their catchment for its
native inhabitants.
Dewatering affecting the Swamp

Tootgarook Swamp 100 hour Walk
Challenge.
On the 20th February I set out to complete a 100
hours of swamp walking over a ten day period to
aid in raising public awareness for the plight of the
swamp.
Now finished I have come away inspired and appreciative of what the environment and its occupants have to endure especially with human encroachment ever more present.
I was incredibly moved by the number of people
in the community and on social media who followed my walk progress and sent comments of
support both to me and also for the environment
who without us is ultimately defenseless.
I recorded a total of 70 bird species observed,
including the rarely seen Golden and Rufous Whistler and also was lucky enough to witness many
an interesting moment especially when raptors
appeared with impressive aerial displays. Despite
the rather hot weather water birds still made
appearances and I was only disappointed not to
have our larger camera to better capture the
beauty of Australia’s birds for my audience. I was
provided the opportunity to witness the swamps
unique reptile inhabitants ranging from small
skinks to the larger more venomous occupant
snakes. Amphibious viewings were on the rarer
end due to the lack of rain over the summer period.

Jess at the end of her 100 hour walk.

Grant Application
Round two of the Federal Government Clean Energy Fund Grant has now
closed and having submitted an application for Save Tootgarook Swamp Inc. to
aid the Tootgarook Swamp we now await a response.

Donations to Save Tootgarook Swamp Incorporated were received over the course of the walk
and were most appreciated as they will go towards aiding the group’s pursuit of a Ramsar nomination for the Tootgarook Swamp. Total donations received from the walk was $7,377 almost
reaching our intended target of $10,000.

The 2013-14 fund is looking for projects that improve the condition, extent and
connectivity of native vegetation across Australia. With 2 of the key areas of
funding being Urban waterways and coastal environments which clearly match
Tootgarook Swamp.

The Tootgarook swamp and all that make it so
special have been kept hidden from the public for
far too long. I hope I have shown that individuals
can do much alone. How much more so if we
band together as a group.

This would retain and increase the carbon stores of fibric peat in the Organosols
soils of the Tootgarook swamp enabling us to trade carbon for future management of the site beyond the projects life. Thus enabling us to reconnect fragmented swamp parcels back to the cohesive whole improving biodiversity and
strengthening wildlife habitat corridors.

Together, with you, as a united front we can see
this swamp and the rest of this beautiful country
saved.
Jessica Durrant, Public officer.

Our proposal for the Clean Energy Fund is The restoration and retention of natural hydrological structure contours of the Tootgarook Swamp.

Other components of the project are to restore the swamp by controlling invasive
plant species and enhancing biodiversity.
Though it is the groups first attempt at grant funding we are hopefully of a good
response. We shall keep members posted on any progress on this front.

Get Your Sticker for $1

Contact Us

You can now show your support for Tootgarook Swamp by buying a sticker for
your car, workplace, home or any where else you feel like placing it.

Give us a call for more information about our services
and products

Not only do the stickers look great, they are durable and the eye catching design
will draw peoples attention.
The stickers are only $1.00 and all proceeds go back to the group, so buy a
couple and give some to your friends and family.
If you would like some stickers send us an email with your request and we will
organize a suitable pickup/delivery.
Sticker payments or any other donations to aid the group can be made by Bank
transfer to
Save Tootgarook Swamp Inc.
BSB 063540
Account No. 10582313

Save Tootgarook Swamp
Care of
116 Elizabeth Ave
Rosebud West.
Victoria
3940

0409 936 577
savetootgarookswamp@outlook.com

Visit us on Facebook

Cheque/money orders also welcome. See postal address opposite.

"Developers are finding ways to have their permits granted, by reducing the ecological value of their
land, cheating the system is criminal."
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116 Elizabeth Ave
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